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ABSTRACT
- We studied the maize leaf to understand how long-distance signals, auxin and cytokinin, control leaf growth dynamics.
- We constructed a mathematical model describing the transport of these hormones along the leaf growth zone and their 
interaction with the local gibberellin (GA) metabolism in the control of cell division.
- Assuming gradually declining auxin and cytokinin supply at the leaf base, the model generated spatio-temporal hormone 
distribution and growth patterns that matched experimental data. At the cellular level, the model predicted a basal leaf 
growth due to cell division driven by auxin and cytokinin. Superimposed on this, GA synthesis regulated growth through 
the control of the size of the region of active cell division. The predicted hormone and cell length distributions closely 
matched experimental data. 
- To correctly predict the leaf growth profiles and final organ size of lines with reduced or elevated GA production, the 
model required a signal proportional to the size of the emerged part of the leaf that inhibited the basal leaf growth driven 
by auxin and cytokinin. Excision and shading of the emerged part of the growing leaf allowed us to demonstrate that this 
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Introduction
Successive leaves formed by young seedlings, although genetically identical and exposed to constant environmental conditions, 
reproducibly grow to strikingly different final sizes. This implies that the growth of individual leaves is balanced with the 
physiological status of the rest of the plant through long distance signalling, whereby the role of auxin and cytokinin balancing the 
growth of roots and shoots is a classic example (Hopkins and Hüner, 2008). The role of these and other phytohormones in organ 
growth regulation is probably best studied in the primary roots of Arabidopsis thaliana, where an auxin maximum and gradient at 
the root tip guides root growth (Grieneisen et al., 2007; Swarup et al., 2005) and works antagonistically with cytokinin to control 
the localization of cell division at the root tip and expansion in a region directly shootward from the division zone (Beemster and 
Baskin, 2000; Perilli et al., 2012; De Vos et al., 2014; Moore et al., 2015). Superimposed on the role of auxin and cytokinin, 
gibberellins play a key role, determining the location of the boundary between the division and expansion zone (Ubeda-Tomas et 
al., 2008; Achard et al., 2009). 
A similar linear organisation of developmental zones is also present in the growing maize leaf (Avramova et al., 2015b). At the 
base a zone with cell division precedes a zone with cell expansion without division and a mature zone, in which growth has ceased 
and cell differentiation is finalized. Since the transition between the division zone (DZ) and the expansion/elongation zone (EZ) is 
not abrupt, the term transition zone (TZ) is used for the zone with decreasing cell proliferation and increasing expansion (Verbelen 
et al., 2006). The size of these zones in the maize leaf facilitate measuring the dynamics of the plant hormones and transcripts of 
genes encoding associated biosynthetic enzymes, transport and downstream responses across the spatial gradient (Avramova et al., 
2015b). Mass spectrometry analyses demonstrated that hormone gradients exist along the growth zone, with basipetally increasing 
concentration gradients of auxins and cytokinins and a local accumulation at the transition zone of bioactive gibberellins (GAs; 
Nelissen et al., 2012). The growth of the GA biosynthesis defective dwarf3 mutant is impaired due to a strongly reduced DZ size, 
whereas overproduction of GAs increases the DZ size. This demonstrated a key role for GA in leaf growth regulation trough the 
spatial control of cell proliferation (Nelissen et al., 2012). DELLA proteins belonging to the GRAS family of transcription factors 
(Bolle, 2004) play a key role in GA signal transduction (Pacifici et al., 2015). The dwarf8 mutant, defective in GA signalling by 
DELLA stabilization, phenocopies dwarf3, suggesting that the spatial control mechanism by GA in the maize leaf growth zone 
operates in a DELLA-dependent way (Nelissen et al., 2012).  
Although the role of individual hormones in organ growth control is well documented, how they interactively integrate long 
distance signals in the control of cell division and expansion is far from clear (Ubeda-Tomás et al., 2012). To address this issue, we 
investigated if we could construct a computational model for hormonal regulation of maize leaf growth, which integrates existing 
knowledge, empirically measured hormone levels and transcript data with quantitative cellular and macroscopic leaf growth data. 
The maize leaf offers an ideal system to study growth control, since, the growth process of grass leaves can be subdivided in three 
stages: Prior to emergence primordial growth is exponential (Beemster and Masle, 1996). After emergence from the whorl of older 
leaves, growth of leaves of Gramineae during the first days after emergence can be assumed steady-state under stable conditions, 
enabling comparative cellular growth analysis (Rymen et al., 2010), although it is constantly varying under natural conditions 
(Caldeira et al., 2014). After the linear phase, leaf growth rates progressively decline (Nelissen et al., 2016). Next to growth rate, 
the duration of growth is a crucial factor determining final leaf size (Baute et al., 2015; Sun et al., 2017). 
To investigate the control mechanisms involved, we built a maize leaf growth model driven by long-distance signals (auxin and 
cytokinin) supplied at the base of the leaf, generating a spatial gradient by the combined effect of diffusion, movement, dilution by 
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crosstalk with GA. Based on appropriate auxin and cytokinin influx functions, this basal model was sufficient to simulate wild-type 
leaf growth dynamics. However, studies of mutants with perturbed GA signalling and growth rates suggested additional control 
through a leaf size feedback mechanism. Experimental perturbations allowed us to prove the existence of a signal from the 
emerged, mature part of the leaf and its dependence on light interception.
Materials and methods
Model Development
Because maize leaves predominantly grow longitudinally, with limited expansion in the lateral and anticlinal direction, we used the 
modelling software VPTissue (De Vos et al., 2017) to represent a section of the leaf by a dynamic lattice or mesh (see Methods S1, 
Fig. S1) that is restrained to only grow longitudinally. An elastic force in the cell walls ensures that a turgor pressure is maintained 
that drives one-directional growth. To describe transport, a passive (concentration dependent) permeation process in combination 
with cell/tissue movement was used in combination with a concentration dependent decay to reproduce the available experimental 
hormone profiles. Hence, the more complex processes that may be involved including facilitated or active transport (e.g. PIN 
mediated: Merks et al., 2007; Balzan et al., 2014; Yue et al., 2015) were not included in the model(s) of this study. 
Rather than single compounds, the variables represent functionally related families of bio-chemicals, metabolites and proteins (cf. 
Methods S1 for details). We have opted to use such ‘aggregate’ variables to allow focussing on higher order regulatory properties 
of hormones in plant growth regulation. Apart from the variables, the models are also simplified in terms of their interactions. 
Hormone (or hormone family) activity depends on complex signalling/expression pathways. The kinetic expressions used here 
serve as their proxy and the kinetic constants in the expressions are therefore ‘apparent’ and represent the relative influence of the 
respective variables and not a single isolated interaction.
We hypothesise that the spatial gradient of these regulators is determined by long range communication, related to the 
physiological state of the plant, arriving at the leaf base. Import of AUX and CK into the system are captured by equation(s) (Eqs. 
1-4), containing a progressively decreasing supply term if the time t < tsup (the duration that auxin and cytokinin are supplied at the 
base of the leaf) for the bottom row cells of the cellular mesh (Notes S1):





















































If t > tsup, small constant production terms remain, similar to what all non-basally located model cells have (Notes S1 for more 
details on the model equations):




























The last term in Eqs. 1-4 represents cell-to-cell transport driven by concentration differences between neighbouring cells and was 
included to produce the spatial hormone profiles, for which experimental data were available (Nelissen et al., 2012). This 
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kinetic expression for cell-length dependent permeation and applied it to our model to demonstrate that the role of increasing cell 
length (transport path length) along the growth axis is relatively small and can be safely neglected in this study (Notes S2).
Central in the model is the regulation of the zone of cell proliferation (division zone or ‘DZ’) as a function of a generic Cyclin 
Dependent Kinase (CDK) activity (Eq. 1). Above an arbitrary CDK concentration and cell size threshold, a cell divides into equally 
sized daughter cells by producing a new transversal cell wall (Methods S1, see Notes S1). Since cells do not typically divide in a 
synchronized way, random noise is added in the evaluation of the size threshold. Cells leaving the resulting division zone undergo 
increased cell expansion during a fixed time before growth arrest (maturation). In the model, two main CDK regulatory modules 
are proposed: a direct path of influence via auxins and cytokinins, and a gibberellin (GA) dependent pathway (Fig. 1). In 
accordance with existing knowledge, cross-talk occurs between both modules (Fig. 1: blue box). Auxin and cytokinin signals are 
known to be required for cell division (Perrot-Rechenmann, 2010; Stals and Inze, 2001) and to positively influence CDK activity 
(Hartig & Beck, 2006; Dudits et al., 2011). For the influence of GA on cell division we assume that it acts in a DELLA dependent 
way (Nelissen et al., 2012), with DELLAs restraining growth by controlling cell division (Xu et al., 2014) potentially directly 
influencing CDK activity (Claeys et al., 2012). Combined this leads to the following equation:










































Which expresses both DELLA independent and DELLA dependent CDK production terms via the first factor on the right-hand 
side, with the latter leading to inhibition at increasing DELLA concentrations. The second and third factor, respectively, confer a 
positive but saturating effect of cytokinin and auxin.
The GA pathway is represented in its most rudimentary form, by production of the principal active form GA1 and its inactive 
product GA8, that is subsequently degraded. Without an explicit substrate, production is assumed to be proportional to the activity 
of the biosynthetic complex. For the GA1 to GA8 conversion (Michaelis-Menten type) saturation kinetics were used to reproduce 
the available GA1/GA8 spatial data (cf. Experimental data fitting).
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A crucial aspect of our model is the dependence of GA1 regulation on the activities of the GA20OX, GA3OX and GA2OX 
enzymes (isoforms), for which transcript levels were reported (Nelissen et al., 2012), and can considered to be essential in control 
of the GA pathway in plants (Weiss and Ori, 2007; O’Neill et al., 2010). We assumed auxin and cytokinin to be the main factors 
determining spatial and temporal regulation of those enzymes, as expressed by Equations 8 and 9. They are based on known 
antagonism in the (transcriptional) effects –positive versus negative- of auxin on GA1 formation and breakdown, respectively 
(Weiss and Ori, 2007: O’Neill and Ross, 2002; Frigerio et al., 2006). Furthermore, a negative transcriptional influence of cytokinin 
on GA biosynthesis is included (Weiss and Ori, 2007; Fleishon et al., 2011). By adjusting the kinetic parameters of Eq. 8, a strong 
local inhibition (at the leaf base) by CK can be combined with a less confined activation by AUX. This can drive the generation of 
the GA20/3OX activity peaks important in producing the characteristic GA1 maximum. GA1 stimulates its own conversion to GA8 
in a DELLA dependent way by de-repressing GA2OX (Zentella et al., 2007; Weston et al. 2008). The AUX dependent inhibition 
factor of Eq. 9 ensures that basal GA2OX concentrations are relatively lower than GA20/3OX, which explains the observed distal 
shift of the GA8 peak relative to the GA1 peak. The exponent ‘2’ in Eqs. 8 and 9 are required to confer a strong input-output 
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Finally, the dynamics of DELLA are determined by a constitutive production term and a proportional decay term with a 
constitutive and a GA1 concentration dependent component (Eq. 10).




Implementing these reactions in the context of the cell growth and division module of the VPTissue software allowed us to 
simulate the dynamics of the growth process of an individual leaf from its inception as a small group of cells at the side of the shoot 
apical meristem to maturity (Fig. S1).
Extended model with negative feedback from the emerged part of the leaf
Eqs. 15-17 express those relations mathematically.






































, with  if time since last division  (Eq. 17)Mkk
dt
dM
dMsM  0sMk 0sMk tEZ
The source code for the described models is publicly available on https://bitbucket.org/ddevos/maize/src. 
Experimental procedures
Plant growth conditions
Maize seedlings were grown in individual pots at 25/18 ºC, 300 mol.m-2s-1 Photosynthetically Active Radiation and 16h/8h 
day/night cycles. Soils were re-watered daily to a Soil Water Content (SWC) of 54%. Young maize leaves (leaf #5) were harvested 
at day 0, 4, 8, 12 and 16 after emergence from the whorl of older leaves. The first 1 cm from the leaf basis of harvested leaves was 
cut and stored at -80°C for hormonal measurements. 
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Homogenized plant material was extracted in methanol (80% (v/v) for 16 h at −20°C. Internal standards ([C613] Phenyl-Indole-3-
acetic Acid (100 pmol; Cambridge Isotope Laboratories Inc., Tewksbury, MA, USA, ), 20 pmol of [2H2]GA1 (OlChemIm Ltd. 
Olomouc, Czech Republic), 20 pmol of [2H2]GA3 (OlChemIm), 20 pmol of [2H2]GA8 (OlChemIm),  20 pmol of [2H2]GA19 
(OlChemIm), 10 pmol D5-trans-Zeatin (OlChemIm), 10 pmol D5-trans-Zeatin Riboside (OlChemIm), 10 pmol D6-N6-
isopentenyladenine (OlChemIm), 10 pmol D6-N6-isopentenyladenosine (OlChemIm),  10 pmol D7-N6-Benzyladenosine 
(OlChemIm) and 10 pmol D7-N6-Benzyladenine (OlChemIm). were added. Pigments were removed on a C18 cartridge (Bond Elut 
C18 6 cc, 500 mg; Agilent) in 80% (v/v) methanol. The extract was diluted and acidified with formic acid (6%, v/v) and purified on 
an additional C18 cartridge. The hormones retained to the C18 cartridge were eluted by using diethyl ether. Samples extracts were 
dried and re-dissolved in 50 µL of 10% (v/v) methanol for liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry analysis of hormones. For 
more details about extraction and analyses see Fina et al., (2017).
Shading and removing the mature part of maize leaf 
In this experiment, uniformed size and weight grains were surface sterilized using 35% (v/v) of commercial bleach for 30 min and 
rinsed several times with sterilized distilled water. Maize seedlings (20 per experiment) were grown in individual pots under 
controlled conditions (average temperature = 25, humidity = 35 %, with a 12h/12h day/night cycle). Pots were re-watered daily to 
54% (SWC). The mature part of leaf four was shielded from light directly after its emergence with aluminium foil, transparent 
plastic foil or cloth sheath or cut on a daily base for 24 days after which the total leaf length was measured.  For meristem 
measurements, samples harvested 3 days after leaf emergence and the size of the meristem zone of the leaves was estimated by 
locating the most distal mitosis in the cell files. Cell length and number in mature leaf were measured by light microscopy 
(Avramova et al., 2015a).
Results
Different types of molecular data are available on the regulation of the steady state growth of the maize leaf (Nelissen et al., 2012, 
Avramova et al., 2015a, Nelissen et al., 2018) and to integrate them in a mechanistic model of leaf growth regulation, we based 
ourselves on existing knowledge of hormonal interactions and cell cycle control. This allowed us to formulate a conceptual model 
scheme with 8 variables (Table 1) and 11 interactions (arrows) that describes the relations between long distance signals auxin and 
cytokinins supplied to the base of the growing leaf, localised gibberellin metabolism and the control exerted by these hormones on 
cell cycle progression summarized as CDK activity (Fig. 1). We implemented this molecular network and its link to cell level 
growth processes using the plant tissue growth modelling software VPTissue (De Vos et al., 2017). Because maize leaves 
predominantly grow longitudinally, we represented the leaf by a dynamic lattice or mesh (see Methods S1, Fig. S1) that is 
restrained to only grow longitudinally. An elastic force in the cell walls ensures that turgor is maintained and drives one-directional 
growth. To describe transport, passive (concentration dependent) permeation and cell/tissue movement was used in combination 
with a concentration dependent decay to reproduce the available experimentally obtained hormone profiles. Additional processes 
that may be involved, including facilitated or active transport (e.g. PIN mediated: Merks et al., 2007; Balzan et al., 2014; Yue et al., 
2015) were not included in the model(s) of this study. 
 
Simulation of auxin and cytokinin influx at the base of the leaf
Using this model, we first considered auxin (AUX) and cytokinin (CK) influx at the leaf base that provides the interface of the 
model with the rest of the plant. We assumed that due to the ongoing initiation and development of new leaves at the shoot apex, 
the supply of these hormones progressively decreases over time and that this would be reflected by gradually decreasing 
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progressively decreasing auxin concentrations at the leaf base (Fig 2A). To test the validity of this assumption, we measured levels 
of the auxin Indole-3 Acetic Acid (IAA) and cytokinins (cZ, IPA, BAP, tZR, cZR, Fig. S2) in the basal 1 cm of the 5th leaf of B73 
maize seedlings from their emergence till they stopped growing. Consistent with the model prediction, auxin and cytokinin 
concentrations at the base of the leaf decreased over time (Fig. 2A, B, S2) reflecting reduced import into the leaf base. Given the 
error bars on the experimental data, we attribute the more complex evolution of total cytokinin levels to the combined experimental 
noise of the individual molecules and consider the model to broadly capture the globally decreasing trend (Fig. 2B). We conclude 
that the boundary conditions for the model at the base of the leaf are therefore realistic and provide the basis for simulating the 
spatial gradients along the length of the leaf.
Simulation of hormone gradients along the leaf axis
Next, we tested the ability of the model to generate realistic hormone gradients along the leaf during the phase of steady state 
growth. Consistent with earlier measurements (Nelissen et al., 2012), we found that both auxin and cytokinin levels progressively 
decrease with increasing distance from the leaf base (Fig. 3A). Because cytokinin levels drop more steeply, the model transport 
parameters were set so that CK decreases more rapidly than AUX along the longitudinal axis (Fig. 3B). With these settings the 
model reproduced the experimental data, albeit with a sharper drop in CK and AUX at the transition between division and 
expansion zones. This is most likely due to non-synchronicity between transport processes and mechanical equilibration (time-scale 
separation) in the modelling framework. The model does not capture the occurrence of a more distal CK increase in experimental 
data (Fig. 3A). |This increase occurs in mature tissue and presumably not related to the regulation of cellular growth processes. 
Taken together, the global characteristics of the AUX and CK curves in the basal part of the leaf reproduce the experimental data 
and provide a basis to extend the model with GA interaction and biosynthesis modules (Fig. 1: Blue and Pink boxes) and compare 
its predictions with experimental data.
To this end, we measured the levels of the dominant active gibberellin isoform GA1 and its inactivated form GA8 along the leaf 
growth zone and determined the biochemical activity of the main enzymes GA3OX and GA2OX, controlling biosynthesis of GA1 
and conversion to GA8, respectively. Consistent with our earlier findings (Nelissen et al., 2012), GA1 and GA8 levels in the wild 
type show a distinct peak around 1 cm from the base of the leaf and a slight shift of the GA8 peak to more distal positions, 
reflecting active breakdown of GA1 (Fig. 4A). The corresponding enzyme activities show a similar distribution, demonstrating that 
local biochemical activity largely determines the metabolite levels (Fig. 4B, C).
To better understand the functioning of the GA module, we also analysed the GA20OX-1 overexpression (UBI::GA20-OX-1) and 
dwarf3 (defective in early GA biosynthesis) lines, in which the GA1 and GA8 peaks are strongly increased and absent, respectively 
(Fig. 4A; Nelissen et al., 2012). The peak of GA3OX enzyme activity is slightly elevated in UBI::GA20-OX-1 and shifted to more 
distal positions, whereas this increase and shift is much more prominent for the GA2OX activity (Fig. 4B,C). 
To simulate the UBI::GA20-OX-1 and dwarf3, we assumed 3-fold higher GA1 production (kGA203OX = 30 min-1) and 40-fold 
lower GA1 production (kGA203OX = 0.25 min-1), respectively (parameters for the wild type ‘master’ model in Table S1). The 
model reproduces the peak positions and relative levels of GA1 and GA8 in wild type and overexpression line during steady-state 
growth (Fig. 4A,D). For UBI::GA20-OX-1 in contrast, this shift is particularly clear and closely linked to the broader GA3OX 
expression domain in this line (Fig. 4B), which is also reproduced by the model (Fig. 4E). GA1 causes activation of its own 
conversion in the form of GA2OX de-repression (Fig. 1), which explains the effects on measured and simulated levels, respectively 
(Fig. 4C,F). The predicted higher levels and shift of the GA2OX peak away from the base in UBI::GA20-OX-1 are reflected in the 
experimental data (Fig. 4C). The position however appears to be shifted more strongly in the experimental data, which could partly 
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sampling size. The simulations do not accurately predict the peak height ratio between GA1 and GA8 observed in the over-
expression line (Fig. 4A and D). The higher experimental peak ratio is in line with higher induction of GA2OX expression levels 
relative to the leaf base in the simulated compared to the predicted levels (Fig. 4C and F). The strong decrease in the levels of GA1 
and GA8 in dwarf 3 (Fig. 4A) are effectively reproduced by the model (Fig. 4D). Overall, these results show that the experimental 
spatial patterns of auxin, cytokinin and GA molecules involved in leaf growth regulation are effectively simulated with this model 
describing the influx of two of them (AUX and CK) at the leaf base, their transport and regulatory interactions with GA 
biosynthetic enzyme activities (Fig. 1).
Next to simulating the hormone distribution along the growth zone during steady state at 2 days after leaf emergence, we simulated 
these distributions at different stages during growth. The predictions indicate that AUX and CK gradients gradually retreat (Fig. 
5A). The GA1 and 8 peaks in contrast are more stable, and the GA8 peak maintains a more distal position relative to that of GA1 
(Fig. 5B; corresponding with the GA20/3Ox and GA2Ox enzyme activities Fig. S3). Finally, our predictions show that DELLA 
levels are suppressed at the leaf base until the GA1 peak disappears upon growth cessation (Fig. 5B).
Simulation of cellular growth characteristics 
The ability of the model to simulate the molecular changes in a spatial-temporal manner, allowed us to evaluate cell level growth 
parameters to examine to what extent they explain leaf growth dynamics. The size of the proliferation or division zone (DZ) of the 
leaf is a key determinant of leaf elongation rate (LER) in grasses (Gázquez and Beemster, 2017; Fig. S3). Nelissen et al. (2012) 
hypothesized that the spatial concentration profile of active GA determines/modulates the transition from DZ to elongation zone 
(EZ) through increases in the GA1 peak height and/or location. We integrated this hypothesis in our model and calibrated the 
minimum CDK activity threshold for cell division, so that the location of the DZ-EZ transition coincides with the experimentally 
determined location during steady state growth. We also adapted the cellular growth rates in the DZ and EZ, and the duration of the 
expansion phase (Table S1), so that the final (mature) leaf length approximated values measured for WT. Setting the GA1 
production rate constant to match the relative GA1 concentrations for overproduction and dwarf lines (Fig. 4A,D) yielded a 
characteristic sigmoidal growth and predictions of final leaf lengths (Fig. 6A) closely resembling experimental data (Nelissen et al., 
2012). The corresponding simulated leaf elongation rate curves for the three lines with contrasting GA levels not only predict 
differences in LER, but also in timing of growth arrest (Fig. 6B). This difference in leaf elongation duration (LED) was however 
not observed in vivo (Nelissen et al., 2012). 
While the spatial model is not at cellular resolution, it allows calculation of a cell length profile along the growth axis based on the 
relative size of the modelled cells. The predicted cell length curves are in accordance with experimental values (Nelissen et al., 
2012): The dwarf and OE simulations yield basal and apical curve shifts coupled to a similar mature cell length (Fig. 7), as a 
consequence of different DZ sizes and similar cell expansion rates in the elongation zone. 
Including feedback from the mature part of the leaf in the model
The inconsistency of the predicted effect of reduced and increased GA1 biosynthesis on the duration of leaf growth, suggests that 
differences between the investigated lines cannot be explained by a difference in GA-dependent regulation alone. It struck us that 
relative to the wild type, growth duration is underestimated in slow growing mutant and overestimated in the fast-growing GA 
overproducer. Hence, there is a positive correlation between growth and the inhibition that would be required to correct the growth 
profile. This suggested to us the involvement of a negative feedback between organ growth (or size) on the growth regulation. 
Diverse mechanisms can be proposed to explain why the slower growing dwarf3 does not lose its growth signals as quickly as 
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role. Alternatively, signals produced in the mature part of the leaf that negatively affect AUX and CK import or activity would 
achieve the same effect. Because in earlier studies we observed a negative feedback from mature to proliferating cells in 
Arabidopsis leaves (Andriankaja et al., 2012), we implemented this possibility as a new model variant. To this end we introduced a 
new variable (maturation factor ‘M’), which is produced by cells that have stopped elongating (‘mature’ cells). M is transported 
passively and therefore diffuses from the distal parts of the leaf to the cells at its base. If the M concentration is high enough, the 
basal production/availability of AUX and CK is progressively inhibited or reduced. Since the amount of mature tissue gradually 
increases, the inhibitory effect will eventually reach a point at which hormone levels are so low that growth is no longer sustained 
and leaf growth arrests. Simulation results show that this mechanism produces very similar spatial hormone patterning (Fig. S4), 
while effectively adjusting the duration of the LER curve. Variation of the inhibitory strength (via ‘KiM’) results in different 
growth termination times, with weak inhibition (KiM=200) significantly extending the duration of leaf growth (Fig. 8). 
Experimental Validation of a potential Feedback mechanism
To experimentally verify whether the mature part of emerged maize leaves can effectively inhibit growth at the leaf base (auto-
inactivation), we first compared growth of the 4th leaf of B73 maize seedlings with that of seedlings from which the (mature, no 
longer growing) emerged part of leaf 4 was cut off at a daily basis and stored at 4 °C.  The final leaf length of control plants was 
significant shorter than the length obtained by realigning all the cut pieces and measuring the total length (Fig. 9). To investigate if 
light exposure could play a role in auto-inactivation of leaf growth, we tested the effect of covering the emerged part of the leaf 
with aluminium foil. As expected, blocking light from the mature part of the leaf significantly (p < 0.01) increased its final length 
(Fig. 9), indicating that a light-dependent signal from distal leaf parts indeed provides a negative feedback on the growth processes 
at the leaf base.
To investigate the potential nature of the signal, we tested the effect of covering the leaf with aluminium foil, cutting the emerged 
mature part, reducing the light intensity with shade cloth and reducing evaporation with transparent plastic foil. Shade cloth 
reduced the amount of light reaching the leaf but does not affect the photoperiod or light spectrum. Nevertheless, leaves covered by 
shade cloth grew significantly longer (Fig. 10A), which excludes a phytochrome driven response. We tested the possibility that the 
signal is hydraulic, driven by evaporation from the emerged part of the leaf. However, covering the leaf with transparent plastic foil 
to reduce transpiration, did not significantly increase leaf length (Fig. 10A). This suggests that the signal is proportional to the 
amount of light received by the mature part of the leaf. We then investigated the cellular basis of the enhanced growth of covering 
or removing the mature part of the leaf and found that the growth stimulation was due to increased cell production (Fig. 10B), 
while mature cell size was not affected (Fig. 10C). The increased cell production could be explained by an increased size of the 
division zone (Fig. 10D). Therefore, our results are consistent with the involvement of a new feedback signal impinging on the 
regulation of cell division from the mature part of the leaf that is proportional to the amount of light it perceives. 
Discussion
We developed a mathematical model describing the molecular and cellular basis of growth regulation at the base of the maize leaf. 
This model is driven by auxin and cytokinin supply from the rest of the plant at the base of the leaf. By diffusion, growth dilution 
and decay this influx determines spatio-temporal auxin and cytokinin gradients along the leaf. These two hormones directly 
stimulate CDK activity and thereby cell division, but also drive GA synthesis, that through a DELLA-mediated response, further 
stimulate cell division at longer distance from the leaf base. Finally, a feedback inhibition on auxin and cytokinin availability is 
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Spatio-temporal modelling has become an established part of plant systems biology research (De Vos et al., 2012; Hodgman and 
Ajmera, 2015). Mathematical modelling and analysis offer the possibility to understand properties and behaviour of complex 
biological systems when simple logic falls short. Approaches can be distinguished depending on the type of variables and the rules 
or equations describing their behaviour. We built a spatio-temporal model of maize leaf growth based on a selected set of variables 
that represent crucial molecular factors evolving at the time-scale of hours to days. Although individual molecular process can 
involve intricate regulatory details (e.g. De Vos et al., 2004; 2007), we used simplified generic kinetic expressions combined in 
ordinary differential equations. Model abstraction and simplification reduced the number of parameters to optimize and kept 
simulation run times manageable, while providing a starting point for further model extension and refinement. Furthermore, we 
implemented a coarse-grained spatial representation of a maize leaf, starting from a regular grid, using the VPTissue simulation 
framework (De Vos et al., 2017). The stochastic nature of the underlying tissue mechanics algorithm requires averaging across 
multiple independent simulation runs for model analysis, which allows calculation of standard deviations.
Our approach and particularly our regulatory network selection is timely, considering the need to integrate the continuously 
evolving knowledge on leaf growth regulation (Kalve et al., 2014; Chaiwanon et al., 2016). An important limitation is our 
understanding of the specificity of hormone (auxin, cytokinin and gibberellin) metabolites and enzymes in the maize leaf, which 
led us to assign only one variable per set of active hormones of a family (Lor and Olszewski, 2015; Zürcher and Müller, 2016). 
This is also the case for enzyme isoforms for which only relative (qPCR derived) data are available. In absence of reliable absolute 
estimates of cellular metabolite concentrations and enzyme activities, our primary aim was to reproduce and predict their relative 
spatial and temporal molecular profiles. For leaf growth output, however, in most cases absolute values were used for fitting. In 
accordance with known data on maize leaf growth regulation, we made regulation of the cell division zone the main mechanism for 
altering leaf growth rate via those pathways. Indeed, a recent meta-analysis identified the regulation of the transition from cell 
division to cell expansion, in other words division zone size, as the key cellular mechanism that determines final size of plant 
organs (Gazquez and Beemster, 2017). Our simulations show that cell number regulation is a powerful way of leaf size regulation. 
Nelissen et al. (2012) demonstrated that the GA1 peak position is instrumental in locating the transition from division to expansion 
in the maize leaf and that modulating the GA1 peak affected the DZ size accordingly. This raises several compelling questions such 
as (i) how the GA1 peak is formed, (ii) how GA affects cell division (and cell expansion), and (iii) whether this effect is consistent 
with experimental growth and kinematic curves. By virtue of our modelling approach, we were able to shed more light on these 
questions. Whereas the data on the GA pathway enzyme transcript levels in wild type, UBI::GA20-OX-1 (Nelissen et al. 2012) 
appear to be qualitatively quite consistent with GA1 (and the GA8 inactivation product) peak changes, the question remains how 
underlying enzyme levels (activities) are regulated during leaf development. Using a knowledge-based model for regulation of 
expression of the principal pathway enzymes by auxin and cytokinin, allowed us to reconstruct both the spatial patterns of the 
enzyme and CDK activities (Fig. S5) and the resulting GA1 and GA8 peaks (Fig. 5, Fig. S5) in a growing leaf. In the model, GA1 
influences cell cycle activity through DELLA breakdown. It was shown previously that shutting down GA biosynthesis or 
decoupling DELLA from GA regulation inhibits leaf growth. The resulting dwarf plants however still have residual growth 
regulation, which we attribute to auxin and cytokinin acting as necessary factors to support basal (slow) growth in a GA-
independent way. Future experimental studies of spatial patterning of hormones under different abiotic or biotic stresses may reveal 
a more specific role for GA dependent growth regulation (Nelissen et al., 2018), but also point at the involvement of other signals 
that may explain effects on rates of cell expansion cell division (Avramova et al., 2015a; Rymen et al., 2007; Tardieu et al., 2000) 
that are not explained by the current model. Our analysis however shows that GA-dependent regulation with DELLA as a central 
regulator or signal integrator (Davière & Achard, 2016) on top of an auxin and cytokinin regulatory module provides a mechanism 
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experimental growth curves. Growth rate increase through higher GA levels works by increasing DZ size and CDK activity. This 
potentially also affects duration of growth, since it sustains CDK activity, unless this is balanced by compensatory catabolic 
activity. Indeed, the duration of leaf growth is relatively constant in controlled conditions for the studied lines, which suggested that 
GA influences growth rate rather than duration of growth. These simulations indicate that the absence of an effect of GA on the 
duration of growth results from a balance between stimulation of cell division by GA and increased growth inhibition due a 
compensatory growth inhibition from larger amount of mature tissue formed as a consequence of this.
The new experimental data on the evolution of hormone levels at the leaf base (Fig. 2) indicate that auxin and cytokinin supply 
decreases gradually. Based on the spatial data of auxin and cytokinin (2 days after leaf appearance), older tissue in more distal 
positions, contains progressively lower levels of those hormones. Although we cannot rule out a contribution of local biosynthesis, 
our observations suggest that these spatial gradients are a consequence of non-cell autonomous long-range (transport) of auxin and 
cytokinin at/to the leaf base. The advantage of non-cell-autonomous regulation has been pointed out before (De Vos et al., 2014). 
Clearly, the potential role of distant sources (shoot and root apices) and sinks of plant hormones, particularly younger leaves, 
provides a dynamic context and implicates the importance of plant architecture in resource allocation for growth regulation 
throughout the development of a leaf. Studies of mutants perturbed in auxin or cytokinin metabolism, transport or signalling could 
further support and refine their role in this context.
The concept that faster growth due to higher GA leads to faster (and earlier) decreases in growth rates led us to propose a feedback 
inhibition mechanism in which the leaf itself shuts down its growth, analogous to that observed in Arabidopsis thaliana 
(Andriankaja et al., 2012). Faster growth more quickly yields sufficient mature leaf tissue that signals meristematic tissue at the leaf 
base to stop growing via a long-range signal. This mechanism provides an explanation for the readily observed “back-yard” 
phenomenon that growth of grasses continues or is stimulated upon mowing. Inhibition of growth by light is relatively well studied 
in the context of shade avoidance, where the growth of plants that are shaded by (taller) neighbouring plants is stimulated, 
explaining for example the remarkable similarity in height of neighbouring crop plants in the field. A number of light receptors, 
responding to different clues have been identified. Of these, phytochromes primarily respond to changes in the (red) light spectrum, 
cryptochromes respond to levels of (blue) light and UVR encodes a specific receptor for UV-B radiation (Sessa et al., 2018). 
Importantly, analogous to the implementation in our model, the signals induced by reception of shading by phytochromes and 
cryptochromes affect auxin homeostasis by regulation of synthesis, conjugation and catabolism, transport, perception and 
signalling (Iglesias et al., 2018). Similarly, UV-B, detected by UVR8, provides a light signal that inhibits shade avoidance growth 
responses in Arabidopsis thaliana by inhibiting auxin and gibberellin signalling (Hayes et al., 2014). Our shading experiments 
suggest that light intensity and not spectrum trigger the observed growth inhibition and the observations on UV-B in Arabidopsis 
support the proposition that this signal feeds back to the auxin and/or GA metabolism controlling cell division in the growth zone. 
The growth response in the maize leaf provides an excellent basis for more detailed analysis of the auxin metabolism, transport and 
response as well as the impact of light signals from the mature part of the leaf to extend the details of the model beyond the scope 
of the higher level covered by the current work. 
In conclusion, we developed a model capturing growth regulation in the monocotyledonous (maize) leaf, in which a two-layered 
structure reproduces the stable lay-out of the leaf growth axis (Division-Elongation-Mature), with auxin/cytokinin supplied at the 
leaf base driving a basal growth and determining leaf growth duration and GA providing a mechanism to control growth rates 
through division zone size control. This basic model explains observations of gene expression, metabolites and cellular growth 
processes and provides verifiable predictions, the most prominent of which is the presence of a negative feedback signal from the 
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Tables
Table 1. Overview of the model variables
Variable name Explanation
CK (Active) cytokinins (sum c-Z, c/t-ZR, iP, iPA, BAP)
AUX Auxin (IAA)
GA1 Active gibberellin
GA8 Inactive ‘downstream’ gibberellin (catabolic product)
DELLA DELLA growth regulating factors 
GA20/3OX Gibberellin anabolic complex (mainly GA20OX, GA3OX)
GA2OX Gibberellin catabolic complex
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Figures 
Figure 1
Schematic representation of the regulatory wiring of signalling molecules involved in maize leaf growth regulation. Lines 
terminating with an arrow indicate stimulation or activation, lines terminating with a line indicate inhibition.  The central regulatory 
axis with cytokinin (CK) and Auxin stimulating cell division through activation of cyclin dependent kinase (CDK) activity is 
coloured green. The gibberellic acid (GA) regulatory modul, including combined GA20/3 (GA20/3OX) oxidase activity producing 
the active GA1, GA2OX activity catalysing the catabolic inactivation of GA1 to the inactive GA8 and the DELLA protein 
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Figure 2
Simulation of the influx and measured hormone concentrations at the base of the maize leaf. 
Comparison of measured (black dashed lines) and simulated (coloured lines) hormone concentrations at the leaf base.  (A): 
measured auxin (IAA) concentration; (B): Sum of concentrations of (active) cytokinines measured (cZ, IPA, BAP, tZR, cZR; cf. 
Materials & Methods for full names). Individual cytokinin levels are shown in Fig. S2. Values for the experimental data represent 
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Figure 3. 
Simulation of longitudinal Auxin and cytokinin distribution along the maize leaf growth zone. 
(A) Experimentally measured cytokinin (t-Z; blue) and auxin (IAA; red) concentration along the maize leaf growth zone, 2 days 
after leaf appearance. Values represent averages +/- standard errors (n = 4). (B) Simulated CK (blue) and AUX (red) concentrations 
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Figure 4
Simulation of longitudinal GA distribution along the maize leaf growth zone. 
Measured (A-C; dashed lines) and simulated (D-F; full lines) spatial concentration (A, D-F) and expression (B, C)  profiles at 2 
days after leaf appearance of gibberellins (GA1, GA8) and important pathway enzymes (GA3OX, GA2OX) for wild type (‘wt’; 
black), the GA20OX-1 overexpression line (‘oe’; red), and the dwarf3 mutant line (‘dw’; blue). Measured values represent 
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Figure 5
The evolution of hormone distribution patterns throughout the development of the maize leaf. 3D line plots showing the 
dynamics of spatial profiles from leaf growth simulations. (A) AUX (red) and CK (blue) concentrations scaled to the value of the 
most basal data point at the day of leaf appearance (0 days after leaf appearance). (B) GA1 (blue), GA8 (red), and DELLA 
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Figure 6
Simulating the effects of modulating GA production on maize leaf growth dynamics. 
Average leaf length (A) and leaf elongation rate (LER, calculated as finite differences; B) for (10) simulation runs (with different 
random number seeds for the cell mechanics algorithm) of Wild Type (black), UBI::GA20-OX-1 (red) and dwarf3 (blue) maize 
line models. The dashed line corresponds to the assumed day of leaf appearance in the simulation (after 19 time-steps). Values 
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Figure 7
The effect of altered GA production on cell length profiles along the maize leaf growth zone. 
Relative cell lengths (normalized to the initial (lattice) cell length) at 6.75 days (time step 27) based on simulations for the Wild 
Type (black), UBI::GA20-OX-1(red), and dwarf3 (blue) models (with altered supply rates). Values represent averages +/- standard 
deviations of the (relative) cell lengths for 10 simulation runs per model and after binning the data in 3 mm intervals depending on 
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Figure 8
Predicted effect of feedback from mature part of the maize leaf on basal cytokinin and auxin supply. 
Comparison of the wild type (black colour) (A) leaf length and (B) leaf elongation rate (LER) dynamics for simulations with the 
‘feedback model’ with parameter KiM = 50 (red), 100 (green), and 200 (red). Values represent averages +/- standard deviations 
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Figure 9
Experimentally removing the mature part of the leaf affects mature maize leaf size. 
(A) Example leaves demonstrating the difference of the final length of the control leaf (right), to the reconstituted cut leaf (left), 
and the covered leaf (middle). Scale bar indicates 30cm. (B) The mean final leaf lengths for plants of control (n=19), cut (n=20) 
and covered (n=20) leaves, with standard errors and letters indicating significance (p < 0.05) from paired T-tests.












Perturbing the feedback signal from the mature part of the maize leaf. 
A.  The effect of covering the leaf with aluminium foil, cutting the emerged mature part, reducing the light intensity with shade 
cloth and reducing evaporation with transparent plastic foil. B. Total number of cells and C. Mature cell length in leaves of 
which the mature part of the leaf is covered in different ways. D. The effect of covering the mature part of the leaf in different 
ways on meristem size at 3 days after emergence. Values are means +/- standard errors of at least 8 replicates and significant 
differences (P<0.05) are indicated by different letters.
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Figure S1. The evolution of the simulated maize leaf over time. 
Figure S2. Cytokinin concentrations at the base of the maize leaf. 
Figure S3. Model prediction of the evolution of spatial distribution of GA pathway enzyme activity along the maize leaf 
growth zone.
Figure S4. Simulation of longitudinal GA distribution in the maize leaf with the feedback inhibition model.
Figure S5. Basally retreating GA1 and CDK waves along the maize leaf growth zone.
File S1 – Simulation input (‘leaf’) file.
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